Class: Ducklings

Cycle: Year B Term 3

TOPIC WEB

English
Man on the Moon by Simon Bartram
Here come the Aliens by Colin McNoughton
The Darkest Dark by Chris Hadfield & The Fan Brothers
Poetry ‘Trip to the Moon’ by Man on the Moon by Simon
Bartram

Following letters and sounds phonics programme.
4 groups covering phase
2, 3,4,5,6

SPACE
WOW Moments:
We the Curious,
The Big Bird Watch
Year 1 to go to science with Mrs Freeman (Monday PM)

Everyday Materials:
Distinguish between an object
and the material from which it is
made
Identify and name a variety of
everyday materials
Describe physical properties
Compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials
Space suits

Use a range of materials creatively
to design and make products.
Sketching, line and form etc.
Winter scenes
Develop a wide range of art
techniques

Phonics

Science

Art & Design
(K(ks(KS1)(KS1)

The World:
To know what living things need in order
to survive
Be able to observe and describe weather
associated with seasons and how the
length of the day varies
Be able to observe and use simple
equipment
Distinguish between an object and the
material from which it is made

Topic: Space
Physical Education
PSED

Gymnastics and Multiskills

To be taught discretely
by dedicated Sports
Coaches.
Goals and Dreams - Jigsaw

History
Significant historical events,
people and places in their own
locality.
Tim Peake
Neil Armstrong

Study an artist’s work: Lowry
Vincent Van Gogh

DT
Generate, develop, model and

Music
Computing

communicate their ideas through
talking, drawing, templates, mockups
Rockets
Explore and evaluate a range of
existing products

To be taught discretely with
support from Mr Summerson.
Digital literacy

Singing to be taught
discretely with Mrs
Schoenfeld.
Daily singing to encourage
language skills.

Internet Safety Day – 5th Feb

Space suits
Bird feeders

Mathematics
Place Value
Number Facts (pairs and doubles)
Addition and Subtraction
3D Shapes and Time
Numbers and Counting: 2’s/5’s/10’s

Geography
Draw a space map and plot
routes
Learn about the planets in
our solar system
Use of world maps/atlases
and globes to identify the UK
and its countries and we as
countries, continents and
oceans.
Google Maps
Letter from Space Man

RE
Understanding Christianity
Discovery RE - Jesus as a
friend
Was it always easy for
Jesus to show friendship?

